hi I'm not the kennedys cliff Lanham and
I'm taking you inside KSC launch day is
quickly approaching for NASA's ice cloud
and land elevation satellite - or
icesat-2 the spacecraft is poised for
liftoff on the final flight of the
United Launch Alliance Delta 2 rocket
the three-year icesat-2 mission will
precisely measure the elevation of
Earth's surface especially its
ice-covered regions allowing scientists
to track and better understand changes
as land and sea ice liftoff is slated
for Saturday September 15th at 8:56 a.m.
Eastern 5:46 a.m. Pacific from space launch complex-2 at California's Vandenberg Air Force Base

NASA's modified mobile launcher has arrived inside Kennedy's iconic Vehicle Assembly Building after undergoing tests at launch pad 39b exploration ground.

system is preparing the m/l to support the Space Launch System and Orion spacecraft for launch of an exploration mission-1 badge employees and their guests gathered in a nearby viewing area for an up-close look at the historical
and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC.
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